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The neighbours did help them, and the days turned from cold to warm, and 
finally spring did arrive.  And in that spring, much to the seven sons’ surprise, 
the pomegranate trees flowered like never before. They produced plenty of 
fine fruit.  Red, ripe, juicy, plump pomegranates to sell at the market.  After 
the sons returned from the market, they discovered that they had enough 

money to live comfortably until the next harvest.  They realized that their kind 
father had left them a treasure.  The treasure was the orchard!  If they spent 
their hours, their knowledge, and their sweat working, the orchard would give 
them a prosperous future. It could sustain both themselves, and their wives 

and sons and daughters, and would make their kind father proud. 
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There once was, and there once was not, in days gone by, a kind  
young man who became a kind old man.  In the days between  

being a young man and becoming an old man, this kind man grew a  
productive orchard of red, plump pomegranates.  They were ripe and  

juicy and gave him pride.  The kind man also had seven sons.  In some  
ways, his sons were very much like the pomegranates.  They were plump  
like the pomegranates, and the pomegranates stayed still, like the sons.   
The pomegranates were ripe and juicy and gave the kind man pride, but  

the sons were spoiled and lazy and caused the kind man shame. 
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They spent a difficult winter.  They chewed on bitter bread and bitter thoughts.   

The sons had no choice but to go to their neighbours, with their heads  
bowed and ask for help so that they wouldn’t starve.   

They felt ashamed of their laziness. 
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The kind man and his sons lived in a small, beautiful village in a valley  
surrounded by mountains.  They had neighbours to the north whose sons 
worked tirelessly in their walnut grove.  There were neighbours to the east 

whose sons toiled daily in their vineyard.  They had neighbours to the south 
whose sons sweated under the hot sun so that the apples in their orchard 
grew large and sweet.  And there were neighbours to the west whose sons 

spent hours in their cherry orchard. The neighbours gathered with each other 
to shake their heads and say: “Our sons give us so much help, but some boys 

are so lazy!  Their poor kind father...” and shake their heads again. 
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The following morning they went out, searching for their treasure.  
For the next few weeks, they worked in the orchard, from sun up to sun  

down. They worked hard, and fast, hungry for their reward.  They learned  
to turn the soil more efficiently.  They gave the land their knowledge,  

their sweat and their hours. By the end of the third week, they saw that every  
piece of the soil was turned over, but they still saw no treasure.   
The sons were disappointed.  They did not have enough profit  

from the meager harvest to last until the next harvest. 
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Even though they were lazy, the kind man loved all of his sons.  He wanted  

to give them a comfortable life, and a prosperous future.  So every day  
the kind man worked the land from sun up to sun down.  He gave many  

gifts to the land.  He gave his knowledge of how often to water, and when  
to pick the fruit.  He gave his sweat that dripped down his back as he  

turned up the soil.  And he gave the hours of his day.  As he grew older,   
his work became more difficult, and the pomegranates became fewer.   
He asked for help from his sons, but they refused.  They said that they  
had other things to do, but the kind man knew the problem.  Working  

hard doesn’t grow on trees like pomegranates.  The kind old man knew  
that he would have to think of a way to teach them to work.  And in his  

last hour he thought of a solution.  He called his sons to his side. 
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The sons gathered to mourn their kind father’s passing. They rejoiced  

in their good fortune that they had a father who would leave them  
with a treasure buried in the orchard.  They each wondered what it could be.  

Some thought perhaps silver; some guessed jewels; some imagined gold 
coins; and some dreamed of precious stones.  All imagined themselves  

rich, and happy, and lazy for the rest of their days. 
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“My sons,” he said, “I do not have much time, but I have something to tell you.   
When I am gone you will each share the orchard with your brothers.   

A treasure is buried in the soil.  The value of the treasure buried there is  
immeasurable.  Be well.”   

 

And with that, he breathed his last. 
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